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About This Game

Unsacrifice is a classic survival horror game compile in a solo campaign. You will play as a priest apprendice, lost in a world
full of mysteries, hidden dangers and deformed creatures that the player has to escape from.

IF YOU WANT TO PLAY THE NO VR DEMO VERSION YOU CAN FOUND IT ON ITCH.IO
https://unrealspirit.itch.io/unsacrifice-demo

Unsacrifice is set in an undefined era, in a dark and hostile world mixing different ancient cultures aesthetics. The world is full
of mysteries, hidden dangers and deformed creatures the player has to escape from. The unique artstyle is something we put a

lot of effort on. We wanted to create beautiful environments that, at the same time, terrifies the player with gore elements
placed all over them.

It is this kind of duality we wanted to showcase in our game. There’s always two sides in everything, and the player is in the
middle, being forced to decide to be able to go forward.

Concede your humanity, or sacrifice it to survive.
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Title: Unsacrifice
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Unreal Spirit
Publisher:
Daniel Muñoz Michán

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10 64 bit

Processor: Intel i5-4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 or AMD R9 290

English
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